
Race stays tight, Byki in it to win it

Another week, another win. The Over 40 Team overcame
key absences in their roster and came back to top Sporting
Cristal 2:1 at Manary Park last Sunday. The Byki have won
four straight and are unbeaten in their last five matches.
During that streak, they have conceded just four goals. The
victory solidifies the team’s second-place standing and they
trail leaders MOFG by just one point. There is a pack of
teams still in the chase, but the Byki will try not to be
concerned with whoever is in their rearview mirror.

Player-coach Eric Tower and keeper James Vlahakis were
missing, but other players stepped up and took care of
business. Eric Muehlbauer continues to show his versatility
and was a more than capable deputy for Vlahakis. A very
strong defensive effort was a key element in protecting
Muehlbauer from a barrage of shots.

The Byki dominated possession, so a two-goal perfor-
mance doesn’t look like much. Sporting’s field at Manary
Park was a factor, however. The cramped dimensions and tall
grass prevented the Byki from spreading the Sporting defense
and creating space behind them. “We were all over Sporting
Cristal throughout the first half, but the field was so small
that we didn't have much time or space,” commented Steven
Pedlow afterwards. “We had 70% possession and over 70%
of the game was on their side of the field.”

Despite the big advantage in possession for the Byki, it
was Sporting who got on the board first with a fluky goal. A
long pass went along the ground up the middle of the field
and through the Byki defense. Muehlbauer came out of his
goal to clear the innocuous pass and miskicked it. The crazy
spin sent the ball towards the Byki goal and a Sporting player
alertly followed up on the play and knocked the ball home.

The Byki leveled the score later in the first half. Midfielder
Andy Lane hustled to save a ball that had been headed away
after a Byki corner. He lunged to keep the ball in play and
bounced a pass into the middle for Ade Ekundayo, who made
no mistake for his seventh tally of the season.

The Byki created several scrambles in the first half, but

the shots were high or wide. Sporting also appeared to be
using a substitute goalie, so the Byki might be disappointed
for not being more precise with their marksmanship.

Both teams tired in the second half, allowing the offenses
to create more space. The Byki defense, however, was the
deciding factor. Dave Fink and Dave Safford led the way in
the back. Fink was especially active, shutting down Sporting
scoring chances by blocking dangerous shots on two
occasions.

The Byki went into the lead in the 70th minute. Safford
cleared a long ball to Pedlow on the wing. He sent a pass to
striker Dean Fukar, who tried to create space for a shot by
dribbling into the box. The Sporting defense closed him down
and Fukar found that Ekundayo was in a better position to
shoot. The keeper palmed Ekundayo’s shot, leaving a rebound
in the box. Pedlow was first to the ball and blasted it by the
keeper from about seven yards to make it 2:1.

The Byki then turned the defensive screws to lock things
down and guarantee all three points. Sporting tried to find
ways to break through, but the Byki were simply too strong
to allow any openings or unlucky bounces that might have
led to disaster.

Player-coach Doug Towsey was effusive in the praise of
his defensive teammates for being the catalysts to the victory.
“Dave Safford played great,” noted Towsey. “I think it was
because he fell in love with the female linesman.”

Steven Pedlow and Doug Towsey contributed to this report.

BYKI LINEUP (4-2-3-1): Muehlbauer – Towsey, Kuch, Fink, Safford –
Lane, Penafiel – G. Rodriguez, Ekundayo, Pedlow (c) – Posada. Bench:
Dahlquist, Fukar, Huck, Jacobs.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
1:1 – Ekundayo 7 (Lane); 30th.
2:1 – Pedlow 7; 70th.

Byki Men of the Match: Dave Fink and Dave Safford
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Costly draw leaves a mark

When 10-man St Charles Celtics White showed up at Oak
Brook last Sunday, they appeared to be just the opponent the
Byki were looking for in order to rebound from the
bludgeoning that they received from DePaul in the previous
match. Unfortunately, the Byki also only had 10 players at
kickoff and finally made up a full complement of 11 by the
middle of the first half. A pair of goals before halftime put
the Byki in control, but the third goal proved to be elusive,
and predictably, the Celtics hung around just long enough to
squeeze in an equalizer with seven minutes to go.

Although getting points consistently is the easiest path to
climbing the table, the point earned on Sunday did not leave
the Byki with anything but a bitter taste in their mouths and
a foul attitude in their demeanor. Still seeking a way to reach
the second spot in the standings, Sunday’s result leaves the
Byki in a complicated situation. They trail DePaul by seven
points, and are in a three-way tie for third place with Rangers
and Olympiacos. The Byki have played fewer matches than
their other rivals, so a window exists to make up the gap.

But that window will slam shut quickly if the Byki don’t
fix their finishing. The Byki squandered five excellent scoring
chances in the match, in addition to seeing another attempt
tick off of the crossbar. Sticking away any of those
opportunities would have made the difference.

For their part, the Celtics
employed a conservative
defend-and-counter strate-
gy, and they executed nearly
to perfection. The Byki
helped by their lack of
patience and a maddening
habit of bypassing the mid-
field and launching long
passes behind the defense.
The disciplined Celtics de-
fenders caught the Byki
offside on numerous occa-
sions.

Ryan Russ nearly
shocked the visitors in the
fourth minute when Maciek
Kekus put him into the clear
with a through pass. Russ
corkscrewed his shot wide
of the goal.

Nine minutes later,
Kekus and Russ were at it
again, igniting a counterat-
tack along the right side.

Russ carried the ball to the byline and crossed for Reggie
Champagne, who slammed a sitter over the bar.

The Celtics went in front in the 15th minute. A well-timed
pass cut through the heart of the Byki defense, leading to a
breakaway. Keeper Alan Stevens was left on an island and
the Byki were down 1:0.

The Celtics put a scare into the Byki three minutes later.
A shot from long range clanged off the post. A Celtics player
reached the ball first and incredibly blasted wide from 10
yards.

When Alex Guzman finally arrived, the Byki had a full
squad and reshuffled some positions. The changes had an
almost immediate effect. Kuba Banbor spotted Kekus running
in behind the defense and delivered a pinpoint pass. With
only the keeper to beat, Kekus fired wide of the target.

Two minutes later, Kekus played provider to set up Brian
Boeckeler, who made easy work of a tap-in from short range.
At 1:1, the Byki finally looked at ease and set out to get the
lead before the break.

In the 36th minute, Guzman found Sean Marquez on the
left wing, who crossed into the middle for Russ. The winger’s
first-time attempt at the far post went wide.

Moments later, the Byki grabbed the lead, thanks to some
individual effort from Kekus. Dan Jedrzejowski won a ball
near the touchline in the Byki half of the field. His clearance
found Kekus at the halfway line. Kekus battled for possession
and touched the ball into the open space, triggering his own
breakaway. He had the keeper at his mercy and blasted home
his sixth goal of the season.

Stevens made the lead stand up in the 40th minute, when
two sharp passes by the Celtics unlocked the Byki defense,
resulting in an open shot at the top of the box. Stevens adroitly
tipped the attempt over the bar.

Byki O-30 2 Premier Soccer League
Over 30 White Division

Celtics White 2 Oak Brook Sports Core
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Byki Stats
FIRST TEAM, NSL 1st DIVISION O-30 TEAM, PSLC O-30 DIVISION O-40 TEAM, PSLC O-40 DIVISION

Player G A Pts Player G A Pts Player G A Pts
Ciszewski 2 2 4 Benavides 10 1 11 Ekundayo 7 6 13
Zachariah 3 0 3 Kekus 6 4 10 Pedlow 7 4 11
Banbor 1 1 2 Hurley 1 6 7 Posada 6 1 7
Gronke 1 1 2 Russ 5 0 5 Rodriguez, G 4 1 5
Sabo 1 1 2 Siervo 3 1 4 Nelson 2 1 3
Stopka 0 2 2 Kramarz 1 3 4 Huck 1 2 3
De Rama 1 0 1 Gibbs 0 4 4 Jacobs 1 2 3
Herholdt 1 0 1 Boeckeler 1 2 3 Lane 1 2 3
Rodriguez, C 1 0 1 Guzman 1 1 2 Dahlquist 0 2 2
Zielinski 1 0 1 Champagne 0 2 2 Fink 0 2 2
Stamatinos 0 1 1 Banbor 1 0 1 Fukar 1 0 1

Vullo 1 0 1 Cohen 0 1 1
Goalie Min GA GAA Jedrzejowski 0 1 1 Kuch 0 1 1
Avalos 18 0 0.00 Tower 0 1 1
Salazar 720 14 1.75 Goalie Min GA GAA
Khankari 75 6 7.20 Stevens 810 24 2.67 Goalie Min GA GAA

Current record: 4-2-3 Current record: 5-2-2 Muehlbauer 90 1 1.00
Vlahakis 900 14 1.40

Current record: 6-3-2



Two minutes later, Guzman’s insightful pass placed
Champagne in a 2 v 1 situation in front of the penalty area,
but the Byki failed to convert.

At halftime, the Byki concluded that the game was theirs
to win. They figured that by keeping the ball and playing with
patience, they could undermine the offside trap that the Celtics
had used to disrupt the Byki attack. The plan was a good one,
but the Byki failed to heed their own advice.

The Byki nearly doubled the lead eight minutes in when
Champagne’s shot from the right side glanced off of the top
of the crossbar.

Stevens came up big again on the hour mark when the
Byki cleared a Celtics corner kick poorly, leaving a wide-open
shot. Stevens went full stretch to make the save and the Byki
managed to dodge a bullet.

A golden opportunity went wasted in the 76th minute when
the Byki sliced up the Celtics on a slick counterattack. Russ
chased after a long ball on the right flank and dished to
Boeckeler. The midfielder spotted Banbor unmarked on the
left side of the box and Banbor slammed his open shot wide.

All of the missed opportunities came back to haunt the
Byki in a comical way with seven minutes left. A Byki
turnover in the back third started the mess. The Byki tried
twice to clear the ball, but the Celtics kept control and the
ball floated towards the goal line. A Celtics player got there
first and drove a low cross towards the near post, where a
teammate neatly redirected into the back of the net, completing
a gut punch to the frustrated Byki.

BYKI LINEUP (4-2-3-1): Stevens – Fleming, Hurley, Jedrzejowski,
Marquez – Champagne, Guzman – Banbor, Russ, Boeckeler – Kekus (c).

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
1:1 – Boeckeler 1 (Kekus); 24th.
2:1 – Kekus 6 (Jedrzejowski); 37th.

Byki Man of the Match: Brian Boeckeler

Byki finishing lacks precision

During their six-game unbeaten streak, the Byki were not
exactly racking up the goals, netting 10 times in that span,
and scoring as many as three goals in a match just once. Their
stellar defending quickly became the side’s foundation. But
the lack of timely finishing was underscored last Sunday at
Oak Brook, as the Byki were blanked 2:0 against Lancer SC.

“The Lancers have fast, aggressive players and they did a
nice job of bottling us up,” noted coach George Gorecki. “We
played as well defensively today as any of the previous six
matches, but the game turned on which of the teams were
more accurate with their chances. Unfortunately, we came out
second best today.”

At 4-2-3, the Byki are still part of a tight pack of teams
chasing after 1st Division leaders FC Moldova, who
maintained their perfect record on Sunday. The Byki are in
fourth place in the table, and trail FC Kosova and the Lancers
by five points, although both of those teams have played one
more game than the Byki.

The Byki attack sputtered most of the day. When the
Lancers were not applying pressure throughout the midfield,
the Byki were guilty of many bad decisions. They fired wild
shots that had no chance of scoring and they failed to find
open men, making simple duels into complicated ones.

A stout back four bolstered the Byki during the match,
and they were effective at disrupting the Lancers for long
stretches. Both goals by the visitors came at moments when
the Byki were beaten for speed. It was an occasion for the
Byki attackers to then reply, but they shot blanks instead.

The Lancers messed up a golden opportunity to grab the
lead after 20 minutes. A weak Byki turnover initiated a
counterattack on the right side. A centering pass to an
unmarked striker at 10 yards should have ended up in the
back of the net, but the Lancer player amazingly missed the
goal by a wide margin.

The ice-breaking goal came five minutes before halftime.
A lightning counter on the right wing unbalanced the Byki
defense. A simple centering pass from the byline created a 2
v 1 in front of the Byki goal, and a tap-in from close range
gave Justin Salazar no chance.

The Byki began to find openings in the Lancer defense in
the second half. In the 60th minute, Mike Stamatinos sent a
free kick from midfield into the mixer. The Lancers failed to
clear and Eric Kostrzewski’s bash from 18 yards went
narrowly wide.

Two minutes later, Salazar produced a massive save to
deny the Lancers, who once again beat the Byki on the break.

In the 65th minute, the hustling Stamatinos won the ball
in midfield and laid off to Cristian Rodriguez, whose weaving,
dribbling run set up a shot from 20 yards. The Lancer
goalkeeper read the play well and dove to make the grab.

In the 78th minute, Stamatinos was insistent to set up
Rodriguez. This time, he found the young winger unmarked
with a looping free kick into the Lancer area. Rodriguez hit
a first-time shot from six yards out and drove the ball wide.

The Lancers then caught the fatigued Byki in a moment
of weakness and pushed hard on the counter. The Byki simply
could not catch up and the Lancers were in command at 2:0.

The Byki continued to push players forward, but to no
avail. There was too little gas left in the tank. The Lancers
made a bid for 3:0 during stoppage time, catching the weary
Byki yet again on the break. Salazar made a magnificent save
on a play where he had been left high and dry.

BYKI LINEUP (4-2-3-1): J. Salazar – V. Salazar, Calleros, J. Rodriguez,
Gronke – Sabo, Stamatinos (c) – De Rama, C. Rodriguez, Zachariah –
Kostrzewski. Bench: Lee.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
None.

Byki Man of the Match: Mike Stamatinos

Stare Byki 0 National Soccer League
1st Division

Lancer SC 2 Oak Brook Sports Core
10 August 2014



NSL FIRST DIVISION PSLC OVER 30 WHITE DIVISION
August 10, 2014 August 10, 2014

www.nslchicago.org www.pslchicagoland.com

GP W D L GF GA Pts GP W D L GF GA Pts

FC Moldova 10 10 0 0 50 14 30 Levski Chicago 2014 9 9 0 0 48 6 27

FC Kosova 10 6 1 3 33 24 19 FC DePaul 11 8 0 3 71 23 24

Lancer SC 10 6 1 3 37 18 19 Chicago Rangers FC 10 5 2 3 24 13 17

Stare Byki FC 9 4 2 3 12 20 14 Stare Byki FC 9 5 2 2 30 24 17

Das Magic 9 4 1 4 27 30 13 Olympiacos Chicago 11 5 2 4 28 29 17

Chicago Dynasty FC 9 4 1 4 20 22 13 AEK FC Chicago 11 4 2 5 32 48 14

FC Macedonia 10 4 0 6 36 34 12 St Charles Celtics White 9 2 3 4 22 27 9

CKS Warta B 8 4 0 4 25 30 12 Shogun 9 0 2 7 11 42 2

West Indies Jets 10 2 0 8 17 40 6 Itasca 11 0 1 10 9 63 1

Assyrian B 9 0 0 9 18 43 0

PSLC OVER 40 BLUE DIVISION
August 10, 2014

www.pslchicagoland.com

GP W D L GF GA Pts

MOFG 11 7 1 3 21 16 22

Stare Byki FC 11 6 3 2 30 15 21

Villains SC 11 6 3 2 26 15 21

Pampas OT 10 6 1 3 36 19 19

Naperville Strikers FC 11 6 0 5 30 22 18

St Charles Celtics Green 11 5 2 4 22 17 17

Windy City United 11 4 2 5 19 19 14

Sporting Cristal 9 4 1 4 18 15 13

Real FC 11 3 1 7 30 30 10

MANA Futbol Club 7 2 2 3 12 16 8

St Charles Celtics Orange 11 0 0 11 3 63 0


